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INTRODUCTION  1 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 2 

A. My name is John Cuttica and my business address is 1309 South Halsted Street, 3 

Chicago, Illinois, 60607 (Mail Code 156)  4 

 5 

Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity? 6 

A. I am employed by the University of Illinois at Chicago, College of Engineering. I 7 

am the Director of the Energy Resources Center (ERC), an interdisciplinary 8 

public service, research and special projects organization dedicated to improving 9 

energy efficiency and environmental sustainability. In that capacity, I am 10 

responsible for the financial stability, the strategic direction and the successful 11 

completion of our research projects to the satisfaction of our sponsors.  12 

 13 

Q. Please describe briefly your educational background and work experience. 14 

A. I hold a Master of Engineering Administration from the George Washington 15 

University located in Washington DC and a B.S. in Electrical Engineering from 16 

Catholic University of America also located in Washington DC.   17 

 18 

I have worked in the energy field for over 30 years in several capacities. Manager 19 

of the Consumer Products Research Program within the U.S. Department of 20 

Energy’s Buildings Research Program; Vice President for the End Use Research 21 

Program at the Gas Research Institute; and most recently as the Director of the 22 
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ERC, located at the University of Illinois at Chicago. While at DOE, I was 23 

responsible for the development efforts of such consumer products as the first 24 

solid state ballast and single ended fluorescent light bulb (forerunner to today’s 25 

CFLs) as well as advanced energy efficient products in the commercial cooking 26 

and space conditioning markets. At the Gas Research Institute, I was responsible 27 

for the natural gas End Use Research Program including the development and 28 

commercialization of products in the space conditioning, on-site power 29 

generation, industrial manufacturing, and natural gas vehicle markets.  30 

 31 

As the Director of the ERC, I oversee our research efforts in the energy 32 

efficiency, on-site power generation and bio-energy areas. I serve as the Co-33 

Director of the U.S. Department of Energy sponsored Midwest Clean Energy 34 

Application Center, a technical outreach program that promotes Energy 35 

Efficiency and Combined Heat and Power in the industrial, commercial, and 36 

institutional market sectors. 37 

  38 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony? 39 

A. The ERC has worked closely with the DCEO staff in developing and 40 

implementing the process by which the DCEO Energy Efficiency Plan was 41 

developed. The Public Sector portion of the DCEO portfolio consists of 5 Core 42 

Programs and 7 Targeted Programs. The purpose of my testimony is to present the 43 

approach the ERC utilized to assist the DCEO in the development and evaluation 44 

of the Public Sector portfolio and to provide details on each of the programs.  45 
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 46 

DEVELOPMENT OF PUBLIC SECTOR PROGRAMS – CORE AND TARGETED 47 

PROGRAMS 48 

Q. What are the core Public Sector Energy Efficiency programs? 49 

A. The core programs include the following: 50 

 Public Sector Standard Program 51 

 Public Sector Custom Program 52 

 Public Sector New Construction Program 53 

 Public Sector Retro-commissioning Program 54 

 Public Sector Boiler Tune-up  Program 55 

These are programs that have been offered in all six years of DCEO’s Energy 56 

Efficiency Portfolio, with the exception of the Boiler Tune-up Program, which 57 

has been offered in all three years of the natural gas portfolio.  Each of these core 58 

programs offered by the DCEO for the public sector have very similar parallel 59 

programs that are offered in the utilities’ business sector programs and are 60 

common programs offered in state and utility efficiency program across the 61 

country.  They are open to all public sector applicants.  Each program is described 62 

in the following section below. 63 

 64 

Q. What are the targeted programs and how were they developed? 65 

A. The targeted Public Sector programs were developed through programs piloted 66 

during the previous portfolio cycle or in response to findings in the Energy 67 

Efficiency Potential Study that identified that certain sub-sectors had significant 68 
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energy efficiency potential and were currently underserved.  For example, the 69 

Public Sector Aggregation Program was created as a pilot program to simplify 70 

program administration for municipalities or other entities with multiple 71 

efficiency projects.  In the most recent program year, two direct install programs 72 

were piloted. The Public Sector Savings Through Efficient Products (STEP) 73 

Program, administered by the Midwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (MEEA), 74 

targeted public K- 12 Schools and Park Districts providing them with several easy 75 

to install energy efficiency measures. The Public Sector Green Nozzle Program, 76 

administered by the ERC provides low flow commercial kitchen dish spray 77 

nozzles that save natural gas by reducing the energy required to heat the water 78 

used in commercial kitchens (colleges, universities, schools, prisons). These 79 

successful programs will be continued or expanded in the next 3-year cycle and 80 

other direct install programs may be piloted as well.   81 

 82 

The Energy Efficiency Potential Study identified significant energy efficiency 83 

potential in Waste Water Treatment Plants and Outdoor Lighting, suggesting the 84 

wisdom of targeted incentives and outreach in those areas as well.   85 

 86 

In the most recent program year, the Public Sector High Impact Natural Gas 87 

Efficiency (HINGE) Bonus program was piloted. This program provides public 88 

sector natural gas markets with increased incentives for larger natural gas energy 89 

efficiency improvements based on technical engineering analysis. The purpose of 90 

the bonus is to encourage larger capital intensive natural gas energy saving 91 
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projects.  Based upon the natural gas PY3 response, the HINGE Program may be 92 

continued during this 3-year plan cycle. Finally, DCEO will pilot a program in 93 

Combined Heat & Power (CHP) in 2014. This program will be a joint electric and 94 

gas offering with both kWh and therms savings. Results of the pilot program will 95 

be closely monitored and help determine how CHP will be handled in the next 2 96 

years of the program cycle.      97 

 98 

The targeted programs include: 99 

 Public Sector Energy Efficiency Aggregation Program 100 

 Public Sector Combined Heat and Power (CHP) Program 101 

 Public Sector Waste Water Treatment (WWT) Plant Program 102 

 Public Sector Savings Through Efficient Products (STEP) Program 103 

 Public Sector Green Nozzle Program 104 

 Public Sector High Impact Natural Gas Efficiency (HINGE) Program 105 

 Public Sector Breakthrough Technologies Program 106 

Each of the targeted programs is described below after the descriptions of the core 107 

programs. 108 

 109 

PUBLIC SECTOR CORE PROGRAMS: 110 

Public Sector Standard Program 111 

Q. Please Describe the Public Sector Standard Program. 112 

A. The purpose of the Public Sector Standard Program is to provide the public 113 

sectors in Illinois with a mechanism to purchase high efficiency electric and 114 
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natural gas equipment and products through a menu of incentives encouraging the 115 

installation of energy efficient measures. This program was started by DCEO in 116 

2008 under the EEPS program and provided a comprehensive list of electric 117 

measures. In 2011, the program was expanded to include a comprehensive list of 118 

both electric and natural gas measures.  119 

 120 

Since the DCEO program is being implemented throughout the state (across all 121 

the participating gas and electric utilities), it is essential that a consistent and 122 

coordinated program be offered to all customers. To accomplish this, the DCEO 123 

and its partner (ERC) utilized the Technical Resource Manual (TRM) as the 124 

starting point to establish the prescriptive list of measures to be offered in this 125 

three year program cycle. The TRM provided the set of assumptions utilized in 126 

calculating individual measure cost and savings potential. For those weather 127 

sensitive measures, appropriate assumptions were made differentiating Northern 128 

and Southern Illinois weather differences. Building the appropriate list of 129 

measures also included the review and evaluation of program historic data over 130 

the past 3 year period. The DCEO data base provided valuable information on 131 

applications submitted and approved, characteristics of the measures installed, 132 

and savings realized. One revised program list of measures was developed and 133 

will be utilized for the DCEO Public Sector Prescriptive Program during the next 134 

three year program cycle. By establishing the list in this manner, DCEO believes 135 

that we are also coordinated and compatible with the utilities’ prescriptive 136 

programs.   137 
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 138 

The list of measures includes energy efficient equipment which has a broad 139 

application throughout the public sector. These include equipment in the areas of 140 

lighting, electric heat pumps, compressors and pumps, energy star commercial gas 141 

and electric cooking equipment, gas and electric furnaces, gas boilers, gas and 142 

electric water heaters, controls, insulation, set back thermostats, and more. A 143 

comprehensive list of the measures, the incentive levels, and the TRCs for those 144 

measures are available upon request. 145 

 146 

 The next most important aspect of the Standard Program is the implementation 147 

and outreach efforts. The program will be administered by DCEO with contractor 148 

assistance as necessary. The implementation and installation of the measures is 149 

the responsibility of the customer. The key elements of the Standard Program 150 

include: 151 

 Establishing proper incentive levels 152 

 Public sector participant recruitment 153 

 Trade ally recruitment and training 154 

 Targeted marketing strategy  155 

 Technical assistance 156 

 Quality assurance and quality control reviews 157 

 Project verification  158 

 159 
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Experience in implementing this program over the past 6 years with electric 160 

measures and 3 years with both electric and gas measures has taught DCEO the 161 

need for very targeted and creative marketing to the various sub-sectors within the 162 

public sector market. The program will continue to market through local 163 

government associations, school and university associations, and 164 

building/industry professional associations. DCEO will continue partnerships with 165 

statewide organizations such as the Illinois County Commissioners Board 166 

Association, the Illinois Municipal League, the Metropolitan Mayor’s Caucus, the 167 

Illinois Association of School Boards (IASB), and Illinois Association of Park 168 

Districts (IAPD).   169 

 170 

Finally, DCEO has learned that incentive levels are crucial in working in the 171 

public sector market areas. The need for higher levels than those necessary by the 172 

private for profit market sectors has been continually demonstrated throughout the 173 

six years of implementing this standard program. DCEO will continue to optimize 174 

incentive levels to ensure portfolio success.  175 

A more detailed description of the program, including estimated participation 176 

levels, budgets and  savings targets, and TRC levels is attached (Attachment 1). 177 

 178 

Public Sector Custom Program 179 

Q. Please Describe the Public Sector Custom Program 180 

A. The purpose of the Public Sector Custom Program is to encourage 181 

implementation of complex efficiency measures not well covered by the standard 182 
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program. The program will offer customized incentives based upon technical 183 

engineering analysis, including calculated savings for specific customer projects. 184 

Eligible measures include any public sector cost-effective electric and gas energy 185 

efficiency measures that are not covered by the standard program incentives or 186 

incentives provided through other programs in the DCEO portfolio. The Custom 187 

Program will provide financial incentives for kWh and therm reductions available 188 

at the time of new equipment purchases, facility modifications and rehab, or large 189 

process improvements. DCEO or its designated implementation contractor will 190 

conduct a review of all custom incentive applications to verify the savings 191 

calculations and reserves the right to site-verify data prior to or after approval and 192 

incentive payments. 193 

 194 

 Marketing of this program will be through direct contact with potential customers. 195 

Most of the applications are expected to address large projects at public 196 

universities, hospitals, municipal corporations, waste water treatment facilities 197 

and similar large facilities. Incentives will be based on a per kWh and per therm 198 

reduction value, subject to certain caps. Although DCEO reserves the right to 199 

modify the incentive levels and caps as needed to balance the program’s financial 200 

requirements and savings targets, the following guidelines are expected: 201 

 The incentive for each measure may not exceed 75% of the incremental 202 

cost for retrofits and 100% of the incremental cost for replacement 203 

 Total incentives may be reduced if the project’s energy savings provide 204 

the applicant with simple payback below 1 year 205 
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 Total incentive may be reduced if it exceeds a maximum per project 206 

incentive cap that DCEO may establish during the final program design 207 

process 208 

 209 

A more detailed description of the program, including estimated budgets, savings 210 

targets, marketing approaches, and TRC levels is attached (Attachment 2). 211 

 212 

Public Sector New Construction Program 213 

Q. Please Describe the Public Sector New Construction Program. 214 

A.        The Public Sector New Construction Program is developed and implemented by 215 

the DCEO with its partner, the Smart Energy Design Assistance Center (SEDAC) 216 

located at the University of Illinois Urbana/Champaign. The purpose of the 217 

program  is to support greater energy efficiency in newly constructed (or major 218 

gut rehab) public sector facilities  through the adoption of measures that exceed 219 

either the current Illinois Energy Conservation Code for Commercial Buildings or 220 

the Capital Development Board’s new “green schools” code (per Public Act 95-221 

0416), as applicable to the specific project.  Grants are awarded based on a per 222 

unit energy savings (kWh and therms) for beyond code performance of the 223 

building.  An additional bonus incentive will be available for projects seeking 224 

aggressive LEED® certification levels or are modeled using an approved whole 225 

building energy modeling software.  The bonus for these projects is based on a 226 

dollar per square foot basis as determined by the percentage level beyond the 227 

relevant code that the project achieves (10%, 20%, etc.).  Beyond code 228 
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performance for the bonus is determined using the USGBC’s Performance Rating 229 

Method or the ASHRAE 90.1 Energy Cost Budget Method.  There are caps on the 230 

bonus incentive and the total grant awarded.  231 

 232 

The Public Sector New Construction program provides the incentive to move the 233 

entire building design and construction industry to a higher level of performance 234 

while ensuring that the design community learns how to move beyond code in a 235 

cost effective manner. 236 

 237 

To date, SEDAC has conducted 22 New Construction Incentive Reviews and has 238 

helped public sector clients save an estimated 8 million kWh, 165,000 therms, and 239 

over $800,000 dollars in annual energy costs.  The average project has achieved 240 

23% beyond code efficiency.  The number of projects submitted for review has 241 

increased in the past six months, with five projects currently under review for 242 

PY6 compared to four for all of PY5. 243 

 244 

A more detailed description of the program, including estimated budgets, savings 245 

targets, marketing approaches, and TRC levels is attached (Attachment 3). 246 

 247 

Public Sector Retro-Commissioning (RCx) Program 248 

Q. Please Describe the Public Sector Retro-Commissioning Program. 249 

A. The Public Sector Retro-Commissioning Program is designed to identify and 250 

implement low cost tune-ups and adjustments that improve the efficiency of 251 
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existing buildings’ operating systems by returning them to intended operation or 252 

design specifications, with a focus on building controls and HVAC systems.  253 

Retro-commissioning (RCx) services are delivered by the SEDAC both in-house 254 

and through a network of commissioning providers operating in the utility service 255 

territories that fall under the requirements of the efficiency portfolio standard.  256 

Participants are trained in program protocols and participation processes.  257 

 258 

The focus of the program is on larger buildings that have significant improvement 259 

opportunity and that will benefit from a more comprehensive assessment of 260 

building systems and controls.  To motivate participation, but also ensure that 261 

customers are invested in the process, DCEO provides the RCx study with a 262 

requirement that clients commit to expending a minimum of $10,000 to 263 

implement study recommendations.  The client has 10 months from delivery of 264 

the RCx study to implement the agreed upon upgrades/repairs to the building and 265 

systems. A follow up verification and measurement process ensures compliance. 266 

 267 

The RCx Program includes a strong customer education component to promote 268 

the value of RCx services, targeting senior management decision-makers as well 269 

as facility operations/maintenance staff.  Such education will be provided through 270 

program marketing activities, and also be supported through DCEO’s market 271 

transformation efforts such as the Building Industry Training and Education 272 

(BITE) Programs and Building Operator Certification (BOC) Program.  273 

Educational program components promote participation by emphasizing the value 274 
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of the RCx process, and also help to ensure savings persistence by promoting 275 

improved operations and maintenance practices.  276 

 277 

To date, SEDAC has conducted 90 RCx projects and has helped public sector 278 

clients save an estimated 19.3 million kWh, 960,000 therms, and over $2.0 279 

million dollars in annual energy costs. 280 

 281 

A more detailed description of the program, including estimated budgets, savings 282 

targets, marketing approaches, and TRC levels is attached (Attachment 4). 283 

 284 

Public Sector Boiler Tune-Up Program 285 

Q. Please Describe the Public Sector Boiler Tune-up Program 286 

A. The purpose of the Public Sector Boiler Tune-up Program is to improve the 287 

energy efficiency and operational safety of large gas boilers by encouraging 288 

proper maintenance practices and installing equipment upgrades. The program, 289 

developed and implemented by DCEO with its partner the ERC, provides natural 290 

gas savings through the improvement in boiler efficiency and when needed, 291 

through mechanical pipe insulation, steam trap repair or replacement, boiler reset 292 

controls and parallel positioning control systems. The work must be conducted by 293 

a qualified contractor. According to the Illinois TRM, the tune-up alone should 294 

result on average in a 1.6% efficiency gain in the operation of the boiler. While 295 

conducting the boiler tune-up, the program encourages the contractors to look for 296 
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further energy savings opportunities within the boiler system through the use of 297 

the other allowable measures.  298 

 299 

 This program was piloted during the 2011-2012 program year and was run as a 300 

full program the next two years. The program exceeded the targeted Gross 301 

savings during the pilot program by almost 100% and has accounted for 302 

approximately1, 000,000 therms per year in natural gas savings in each of the 303 

succeeding years. Previous years’ experience allows ERC to estimate the typical 304 

savings of $300 to $500 annually per unit.  305 

 306 

Specific emphasis has been placed on sectors that utilize multiple boilers such as 307 

School Districts, Colleges and Universities, Municipal Corporations and Park 308 

Districts.  Because of the broad and diverse customer base, the ERC markets this 309 

program with trade associations representing the targeted market sectors. In 310 

addition, the best outreach and marketing tools available to the program are the 311 

mechanical contractors qualified to conduct the tune-ups. These contractors are 312 

interacting with potential program participants each day in the normal course of 313 

their business. The ERC has encouraged these contractors to become active 314 

members of the DCEO Trade Ally Program and utilize the materials and 315 

resources available under that effort to market the Boiler Tune-up Program.  316 

 317 

 In the last program year, the ERC has successfully developed and tested one new 318 

addition to this program that will assist in bolstering the participation. The 319 
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“instant discount” mechanism, patterned after the similar boiler tune-up program 320 

offered by Nicor Gas, allows the contractors to provide customers instant 321 

discounts . Under this provision, the contractor can provide the customer a credit 322 

for the full amount of the rebate at the time of installation of the services and the 323 

rebate is paid directly to the contractor instead of the customer. This is a voluntary 324 

option for the customer who is the applicant under this program. This option 325 

reduced the customer’s up-front, out of pocket costs, while the price the 326 

contractor charges remains the same. This has been shown to be an important 327 

motivator for customer participation, particularly in the public sector.  328 

 329 

A more detailed description of the program, including estimated budgets, savings 330 

targets, marketing approaches, and TRC levels is attached (Attachment 5). 331 

 332 

PUBLIC SECTOR TARGETED PROGRAMS 333 

Public Sector Energy Efficiency Aggregation Program 334 

Q. Please Describe the Public Sector Energy Efficiency Aggregation Program  335 

A. The purpose of the Public Sector Energy Efficiency Aggregation Program is to 336 

address the specific needs of local government such as city halls, police and fire 337 

stations, libraries, public works buildings, and street lights and traffic signals, all 338 

significant energy users. While energy efficiency incentive programs for units of 339 

local government have been available for several years, the program is 340 

significantly undersubscribed. Reasons for this include: 341 

 Lack of awareness  342 
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 Municipalities have not integrated access to this funding stream into their 343 

existing capital budget planning process 344 

 Municipalities have trouble recognizing which projects in their capital 345 

plans are eligible for funding 346 

 Many municipalities are overwhelmed at the prospect of submitting an 347 

application and would like a screening tool they can use to determine if 348 

their projects justify the resources necessary to apply for incentive funding 349 

 350 

This program is designed to increase the reach of traditional energy efficiency 351 

programs to municipal customers. The program recognizes the many challenges 352 

that municipalities face and addresses those issues through a targeted delivery 353 

mechanism. This program seeks to engage multiple projects from within a local 354 

government (public works, police, fire, library, school, parks) and, in the case of 355 

non-profit grantees, multiple projects across municipal boundaries. The program 356 

will allow eligible applicants including units of local government, regional 357 

planning agencies, councils of government, and other non-profit entities with 358 

direct relationships with municipalities to combine several energy efficiency 359 

projects in an effort to aggregate the benefits and quickly deliver energy 360 

efficiency savings. Program marketing efforts will be conducted by municipalities 361 

themselves or by entities familiar with municipalities. While grant dollars will be 362 

issued during a single program year the projects will be able to span municipal 363 

fiscal years. In addition, aggregators will be able to assist in determining which 364 

projects, including capital projects, are eligible for funding. Aggregators will help 365 
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simplify the overall application process and capture projects that are not 366 

worthwhile for submittal as a stand-alone. Ultimately, the Aggregation Program 367 

will serve as a new delivery channel to these unique customers. 368 

 369 

The program will seek applications for aggregators to be awarded grants through 370 

a competitive process. Eligible applicants under this program will be able to 371 

submit applications for DCEO project approval. Program grantees will be allowed 372 

up to 5% admin costs for project management and implementation activities, thus 373 

helping relieve the burden on municipal staff to complete time-intensive activities 374 

such as reporting and ensuring compliance. The remainder of grant awards will be 375 

drawn down on a reimbursement basis as eligible projects are submitted to DCEO 376 

for approval, projects are completed, and payment requests are authorized. As the 377 

program administrator, DCEO is responsible for program design, project 378 

management, and overall program success. 379 

 380 

A more detailed description of the program, including estimated participation 381 

levels, budgets and  savings targets, and TRC levels is attached (Attachment 6). 382 

 383 

Public Sector Combined Heat and Power (CHP) Program 384 

Q. Please Describe the Public Sector Combined Heat and Power (CHP) 385 

Program. 386 

A. The purpose of the Public Sector Combined Heat and Power (CHP) Program is to 387 

achieve both electric and natural gas savings through the use of CHP in the public 388 
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sectors. The program will be offered for the first time in 2014 as a pilot activity 389 

and if successful will grow over the next two years of the program cycle. The 390 

program developed by DCEO with their partner ERC is being established to 391 

encourage investment in both Conventional or Topping Cycle CHP as well as 392 

Waste Heat-to-Power or Bottoming Cycle CHP systems. The intent is to issue a 393 

competitive solicitation that will seek qualified applications that will reduce the 394 

total Btus of electricity and natural gas required to meet the end use needs of the 395 

facility. Depending on the application, the saved Btus can be converted totally 396 

into kWh saved or a combination of kWh and therms saved.  397 

 398 

 Applications will be reviewed by DCEO and/or its designated agent (ERC) to 399 

ensure that they meet all the requirements of the competitive solicitation, 400 

including but not limited to the sustained ability of the application to utilize both 401 

the electricity and thermal energy produced by the system. All applications must 402 

meet the Illinois TRC test. Part of the application process will have the EM&V 403 

staff review the applications and provide their feedback on the project meeting all 404 

EM&V protocols. Depending on the results of the first solicitation (pilot effort), 405 

DCEO will consider either issuing additional competitive solicitations or structure 406 

the program to allow applications to be submitted throughout the program year. 407 

The targeted market sectors for this program include Schools, Community 408 

Colleges, Public Universities, Prisons, Public Healthcare Facilities, and Waste 409 

Water Treatment Facilities. Marketing of this program will be conducted by ERC 410 

through direct contact with potential applicants, through trade associations 411 
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representing potential applicants, through the Midwest Cogeneration Association, 412 

Midwest Clean Energy Application Center, and the Trade Ally Program. 413 

 414 

 The incentive levels have been set to (on average) provide the equivalent of 415 

$750/kW of capacity installed. This represents approximately 25% to 50% of the 416 

installed cost of most CHP systems. However the total incentive for any one 417 

project will be capped at $2 million or 50% of the total project cost (whichever is 418 

less). The incentive is structured to provide assistance during the design/ 419 

engineering and construction phases as well as during the energy production 420 

phase. The majority of the incentive structure will be awarded after 12 months of 421 

system operation. This ensures that the majority of the incentive is performance 422 

based.  423 

 424 

 The CHP Program will be implemented through a competitive solicitation issued 425 

in late winter or early spring of 2014. Applications will be accepted and reviewed 426 

by DCEO and/or its designated agent ERC.     427 

 428 

A more detailed description of the program, including estimated budgets, savings 429 

targets, marketing approaches, and TRC levels is attached (Attachment 7). 430 

 431 

Public Sector Waste Water Treatment (WWT) Facility Program 432 

Q. Please Describe the Public Sector Waste Water Treatment (WWT) Facility 433 

Program. 434 
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A. The purpose of the Public Sector Waste Water Treatment (WWT) Plant Program 435 

is to improve the energy efficiency through the promotion of new technology, 436 

process controls and process modifications. A pilot effort was started in 2013 437 

that focused on increased incentives for kWh reductions associated with the 438 

installation of High Speed Turbo Aeration Blowers and associated secondary 439 

equipment. Approximately 54% of the energy consumed in a WWT facility is 440 

consumed in the aeration process and one of the key energy consumption 441 

contributors to the aeration process is the use of high horsepower electric motors 442 

to move the air through the system. This program is focused on leveraging 443 

funding through the IEPA SRF program and the Clean Energy Community 444 

Foundation to promote energy efficient equipment installation. This type of 445 

equipment is estimated to be approximately 20% more energy efficient than 446 

conventional systems and retrofitted waste water treatment systems have shown 447 

30% to 50% energy savings. 448 

 449 

 The incentive levels are set (on average) to cover the purchase cost of the Turbo 450 

Blower which represents approximately 25% to 50% of the total installed cost of 451 

most aeration systems. The total cost of any one project will be capped at 100% 452 

of the purchase cost of the Turbo Blower or $0.36 per kWh saved, whichever is 453 

less. The incentive will be reduced by any funding received through the Illinois 454 

Clean Energy Community Foundation. All secondary measures shall be applied 455 

for through the DCEO standard and custom programs.  456 

 457 
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 The program will provide engineering, marketing, and project development 458 

support to facilities interested in upgrading their aeration systems.  459 

 460 

A more detailed description of the program, including estimated budgets, savings 461 

targets, marketing approaches, and TRC levels is attached (Attachment 8). 462 

 463 

Public Sector Direct Install Programs  464 

Public Sector Savings Through Efficient Products (STEP) Program  465 

Q. Please Describe the Public Sector Savings Through Efficient Products 466 

(STEP) Program 467 

A. The purpose of the Public Sector Savings through Efficient Products (STEP) 468 

Program is to provide public schools, park districts and other applicable facilities 469 

with easy to install energy efficiency measures. The STEP program enables 470 

qualified facilities to receive free energy savings products, such as LED exit 471 

signs, CFLs, vending machine controls, occupancy sensors, low flow aerators, 472 

and commercial kitchen dish spray nozzles.  The program process does not 473 

require any capital investment by facilities and is designed for simple 474 

implementation to encourage maximum uptake.   475 

 476 

The STEP program, developed by DCEO with its partner the Midwest Energy 477 

Efficiency Alliance (MEEA), begins with a facility walk-through with the 478 

maintenance team to identify which measures should be installed. MEEA then 479 

provides a comprehensive report outlining the free products the facility qualified 480 
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for, details about how to save even more money though a second tier retrofit, and 481 

information about additional statewide programs. Finally, the facility maintenance 482 

team installs all measures within four months of delivery. 483 

 484 

The program is being piloted in 2013 and was originally designed to run in 485 

tandem with Lights for Learning. STEP is now able to operate independently and 486 

is available to public schools, park districts, and other eligible public facilities that 487 

fall within Ameren, ComEd, Nicor Gas, Peoples Gas, or North Shore Gas service 488 

territories.   489 

 490 

A more detailed description of the program, including estimated budgets, savings 491 

targets, marketing approaches, and TRC levels is attached (Attachment 9). 492 

 493 

Public Sector Green Nozzle Program (Direct Install Program) 494 

Q: Please Describe the Public Sector Green Nozzle Program 495 

A: The purpose of the Public Sector Green Nozzle Program is to reduce the natural 496 

gas consumption throughout the state by replacing high pressure spray nozzles 497 

used to pre-rinse and dislodge food debris from kitchen utensils and dishware 498 

prior to commercial dishwashing. Specifically the green nozzles save natural gas 499 

by using seventy five percent (75%) less hot water than the traditional nozzle, yet 500 

maintains the high water pressure required for quality cleaning. The Illinois TRM 501 

estimates that 545 therms can be saved annually for each nozzle installed in a 502 

typical application. 503 
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 504 

 The Green Nozzle Program was initiated in January of 2013 as a pilot program 505 

and in a 5 month period, 631 nozzles were distributed resulting in a savings of 506 

343,895 therms. Participants in the program included School Districts, Park 507 

Districts, Correctional Facilities, Nursing Homes, and County Facilities.  508 

 509 

 The intent of this program is to replace up to 750 traditional nozzles annually. The 510 

program is designed to provide the green nozzles for free to interested public 511 

sector applicants. Public sector organizations will be invited to contact the DCEO 512 

implementers (ERC and/or Utilivate) to receive one or more green nozzles for 513 

installation. The order for each qualified applicant is processed, entered into the 514 

inventory management database, and the nozzle(s) mailed to the applicant. The 515 

customer mailing includes instructions on installing the nozzle along with a 516 

postage-paid packaging to return the old nozzle. Should this not be sufficient to 517 

record the installation, follow up calls with the customer are made to verify the 518 

installation and to record their satisfaction with the green nozzle.  519 

 520 

 In addition, the ERC seeks opportunities for installation of the nozzles by DCEO 521 

partners during their normal field operation activities. These field activities may 522 

be conducted by such partners as Utilivate, SEDAC, MEEA, and others. 523 

 524 
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 Marketing of this program is done through DCEO Trade Ally events, through the 525 

Utilivate workshop program, and through the use of DCEO partners that are 526 

operating in the field.  527 

 528 

A more detailed description of the program, including estimated budgets, savings 529 

targets, marketing approaches, and TRC levels is attached (Attachment 10). 530 

   531 

Public Sector High Impact Natural Gas Efficiency (HINGE) Bonus Program 532 

Q: Please Describe the Public Sector High Impact Natural Gas Efficiency 533 

(HINGE) Bonus Program. 534 

A: The purpose of the Public Sector High Impact Natural Gas Efficiency (HINGE) 535 

Bonus Program is to encourage larger, higher capital, higher energy savings 536 

natural gas projects within the public sector. The HINGE program is being piloted 537 

in 2013 and provides increased financial incentives for therm reductions available 538 

at the time of new equipment purchases, facility modifications, or large process 539 

improvements. The HINGE bonus is designed to be complimentary with the 540 

Public Sector Standard and Custom Programs. Any public sector natural gas 541 

energy efficiency measures that are cost-effective and provide over 50,000 therms 542 

per year of natural gas savings are eligible.  543 

 544 

The target markets for these type of applications include such large scale projects 545 

as public hospitals, university campus systems, prisons, and other large public 546 

sector natural gas users. Marketing of the HINGE Program will be through the 547 
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DCEO regional offices, State of Illinois press office, elected officials 548 

announcements in their territories, DCEO website, participation in trade ally 549 

events, and through coordination with natural gas utilities in the state. 550 

 551 

The bonus incentives ($4.00/therm saved over 50,000therms and $5.00/therm 552 

saved over 100,000 therms) will be administered by DCEO with contractor 553 

assistance as necessary. The implementation of the measures will be the 554 

responsibility of the applicant. Addendums to the Public Sector Prescriptive and 555 

Custom program Guidelines will be issued as required  556 

 557 

 A more detailed description of the program, including estimated budgets, savings 558 

targets, marketing approaches, and TRC levels is attached (Attachment 11). 559 

 560 

Breakthrough Technologies Program 561 

Q. Please Describe the Breakthrough Technologies Program. 562 

A. The purpose of the Breakthrough Program is to assess the appropriateness of 563 

emerging electric and gas technologies and products for inclusion in future 564 

prescriptive and other energy efficiency programs. This includes determining 565 

whether new products or devices are reliable, serviceable, and provide cost 566 

effective energy savings while controlling the amount of investment dollars.  567 

 568 

It is anticipated that new advanced energy efficiency electric and gas products and 569 

technologies will be introduced into the market place. In order to allow these 570 
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products to take advantage of the EEPS program and to avoid adding them to the 571 

standard program measure list too early in their life cycle, this program provides 572 

market support. Before incorporating new or unfamiliar products into this 573 

program, DCEO will perform a review to ensure that such products will provide 574 

effective energy savings and whether they meet the TRC test.  It is expected that 575 

some breakthrough technologies will not pass the TRC test when first introduced.  576 

Part of the review process will include: 577 

 Coordination with the electric and gas utilities in the EEPS program 578 

 Use of outside support to evaluate the new technologies / products as 579 

appropriate 580 

 Seek input from the SAG Technical Committee 581 

 582 

The program will serve as a mechanism for DCEO to test new and promising 583 

products. The program will be made known to all DCEO program partners as they 584 

interact with potential customers.  Incentive strategies will be determined as the 585 

products and/or technologies are considered for introduction into the program. 586 

 587 

A more detailed description of the program, including budgets and savings 588 

targets, and TRC levels is attached (Attachment 12). 589 

 590 

Advanced Outdoor Lighting Incentives 591 

Q. Please Describe the Advanced Outdoor Lighting Incentives. 592 
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A. The Energy Efficiency Potential Study found that outdoor lighting is the third 593 

largest segment of the public sector in terms of potential electricity savings.  594 

Outdoor lighting represents 18% of the total economic potential, behind 595 

municipal buildings and schools.  The study also found the electricity 596 

consumption for outdoor lighting can be reduced by more than 50%.  DCEO has 597 

been offering an enhanced incentive for innovative outdoor lighting under its  598 

Breakthrough Technologies program, providing 30-cents per kWh saved for LED 599 

and induction street and parking lot lighting.  DCEO plans to continue its 600 

Advanced Outdoor Lighting Incentives as a standard offering and increase its 601 

outreach efforts to expand program participation.  These efforts will include 602 

discussions with utilities to ensure that lighting fixtures owned by the utilities are 603 

properly addressed. 604 

  605 

CONCLUSION 606 

Q. Please briefly describe the attachments to your testimony. 607 

A. There are 12 attachments to my testimony.  Each attachment provides information 608 

for the individual programs described above that DCEO intends to provide over 609 

this plan period of the EEPS requirement.  Each program is presented in a 610 

separate document that provides the following key information: 611 

 Objective of the program 612 

 A description of the program, 613 

 The targeted market sector, 614 

 The types of efficiency measures to be provided by the program 615 
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 The marketing and incentive strategies 616 

 EM&V Requirements 617 

 Budget and savings estimates, and 618 

 Other pertinent information. 619 

 620 

These templates are designed to provide the Commission with information 621 

necessary to understand DCEO’s individual programs.  The attachments are as 622 

follows: 623 

 Attachment 1: DCEO Ex 2.1- Public Sector Standard Program 624 

 Attachment 2: DCEO Ex 2.2 - Public Sector Custom Program 625 

 Attachment 3: DCEO Ex 2.3 - Public Sector New Construction Program 626 

 Attachment 4: DCEO Ex 2.4 - Public Sector Retro-commissioning 627 

Program 628 

 Attachment 5: DCEO Ex 2.5 - Public Sector Boiler Tune-up Program 629 

 Attachment 6: DCEO Ex 2.6 - Public Sector Energy Efficiency 630 

Aggregation Program 631 

 Attachment 7: DCEO Ex 2.7 – Public Sector Combined Heat and Power 632 

(CHP) Program 633 

 Attachment 8: DCEO Ex 2.8 – Public Sector Waste Water Treatment 634 

(WWT) Plant Program 635 

 Attachment 9: DCEO Ex 2.9 – Public Sector Savings Through Efficient 636 

Products (STEP) Program (Direct Install) 637 
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 Attachment 10:DCEO Ex 2.10 – Public Sector Green Nozzle Program 638 

(Direct Install) 639 

 Attachment 11: DCEO Ex 2.11 – Public Sector High Impact Natural Gas 640 

Efficiency (HINGE) Bonus Program 641 

 Attachment 12: DCEO Ex 2.12 - Breakthrough Technologies Program 642 

 643 

Q. Please summarize your testimony. 644 

A. This testimony provides an overview of 12 specific Public Sector Programs that 645 

DCEO intends to implement in this Integrated Energy Efficiency Portfolio Plan.  646 

Five are considered Core Programs and 7 are considered Targeted Programs. 647 

These are integrated gas and electric programs that will contribute to the over all 648 

energy savings targets. 649 

 650 

Q. Does this conclude your testimony? 651 

A. Yes. 652 


